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FEASIBILITY EXPERIMENT FOR SODIUM-LAYER LASER GUIDE STARS
AT THE LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY

C. Max, K. Avicola, H. Bissinger, J. Brase, D. Gavel,
H. Friedman, J. Morris, S. Olivier, J.T.Salmon, and K. Waltjen

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA 94550

ABSTRACT

We aredevelo_in_ a fea_ibilityexperiment to demonstrate closed-loopadaptive optics usi_ a
sodium-layer "laserguide star-. We will use the copper-vapor-pumped dye lasers developedfor
LLNL's Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation Program to create the laserguide star. Closed-
loop adaptive corrections will beaccomplished using a 69-subaperture adaptive optics system on
a one-meter telescope at LLNL. The laserbeam will be projected upwards from a beamdirector
approximately 5 meters away from the main telescope,and is expected to form a spot about a
meter in diameter at the atmosphericsodium layer (at an altitude of 95 km). Details of t_.
adaptive optics components and an analysis of the expected performance will be presented in
companion papers for this Workshop. Here we summarize the overall architecture and system
objectives. The long-term goal of our effort is to develop laserguide stars and adaptive optics
for large astronomical telescopes.

I. INTRODUCTION

For astronomical applications, sodium-layer laser guide stars 1,2have a large potential
advantage over Rayleigh guide stars3, because tt.eir altitude of about 95 km allows an
adaptive opti_ system to sense an atmospheric path closer to that of a distant
astronomical object. As a consequence large astronomical telescopes using sodium
beacons should require fewer guide stars to avoid focus anisoplanatism 4, ancl hence to
obtain a given quality of wavefront correction on distant objects.

However, the high altitude of the atmospheric sodium layer and the modest
atmospheric column density of atomic sodium result in demanding requirements on
the laser needed, in order to make a sodium-layer laser guide star bright enough to do
high-order wavefront corrections.

It would be highly advantageous for the largest telescopes (in the 8-10 meter range) to
utilize the sodium guide-star technology. To begin to approach this regime, we have
undertaken a feasibility demonstration of such a system on a one-meter telescope at the
Livermore site, using a laser developed for the Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation
(AVLIS) program We have chosen our _ystem parameters such that D / ro on our one-
meter telescope scales to near-infrared observing conditions on the 10-meter Keck
Telescope, as shown in Table 1. Here D is the diameter of the telescope primary
mirror, and ro is the atmospheric coherence length s at the wavelength used for
astronomical observations.
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TABLE1.AtmosphericandAdaptiveOpticsParametersforaOne-MeterTelescopeattheLLNLSite
andfortheTen-meterKeckTelescopeatMaunaKea,Ha:_aii.

TelescopeDiameter SubapertumsObservingWavelength_. roCk) D /ro(_.)

Imeter(LLNL) 69 0.8microns I0cm 10
10meter(Keck) 69 2 microns 0.8m 12.5

II. LASER PROPERTIES AND BEAM DIRECTOR GEOMETRY

" Our feasibility experiment will use the existing AVLIS laser system at Livermore. This
system consists of 12 chains of copper vapor lasers, whose green light is used to pump
3 chains of dye lasers. We have re-tuned the dye lasers to produce light at the sodium
wavelength of 589 mn. The present laser system has an average power of 1.5 kilowatts
in the sodium Dz line, far larger than will be required for astronomical applications at
the best observatory sites. However, the extra laser power affords us the luxury of
beginning with more than enough power to achieve dosed-loop operations. Later we
win "turn down" the laser power in order to investigate the minimum needed for
adequate higher-order wavefmnt correction. Our calculations suggest 6 that 100 Watts
of 589 ran light would more than suffice at the largest observatories, for astronomical
observations at wavelengths greater than or equal to 0.8 microns.

The AVLIS laser system has several properties that would be very favorable for use in
an observatory configuration 7. It is modular in design, with very long mean-time-
between-failure. It is nearly diffraction-limited (measurements indicate between 1.3
and 1.5 times the diffraction limit); this makes it possible to transport the laser beam
through vacuum pipes for many kilometers. The laser system is very stable: the copper
vapor lasers presently run 24 hours a day for months at a time with very low
maintenance. The modules have been engineered for use in a factory setting, and the
same attributes of reliability and stability that make them attractive for a factory also
would make them attractive for routine use at an observatory. Whatever laser
technology is eventually chosen for astronomical applications will have to be
engineered for reliability and stability in a manner analogous to the AVLIS laser
system.FigureIillustratesthekindofpower reliabilitythatcanpresentlybeexpected
fromtheAVLIS dyelasers;forthisexamplethesystemavailabilitywas greaterthan
90% overthe100-hourrunduration.

1-
al

m '

Figure1.PowerdeliveredbyAVLISdyelasersversustime,froma100-hourrunin1989.Anobservatory
sitewouldneedrunsofatmost10-12hours.
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Thenative pulse formatfor .theAVLISlaserhas a peak power sufficiently hightthat the
desired trandl_onin the s_ii".t_ layer would be sa,.mrated.Consequently we are
buildingapulse stretcher7(usinganoptical delay-line concept) thatwill lengthen each
pulse by a hctor of16. Thelaser _ lo_rmat afterstreW.hingwill be the following:.
average power 1.5 kW, _l_se repeti.t_...nfrequency 26 kHz, pulse len_:h 800nsec, peak
power 72 kW,and duty factor2%. With a pulse repetitiontime of only 38.5
n,dcrosecondsand a light travel-timeof about 33 microseconds through the 10-km-
thick sodium layer, the backscatteredlight from the whole sodium layer will be
"smearedout"so as to be almost continuous in lime, as seen from the _lmnd. Thus it
is convenient to treat our system as ffthe sodhun laserguide star were always
"shining'.

laserpulseformatsuggestsaconvenient"off-axis"geometryforthe_er beam
director. Ratherthan using temporalgating to discriminate againststray light due to
Rayleigh scattering on the way up threUghthe atmosphere, we will discriminate _
against sway light by broadcastingour laserfrom a separate beam directorlocated
about 5 mete__to the side of our adapl_e-optics _pe. The 5 meter offset is chosen
so that light that is Rayleigh.scatteredfromaltitudes less than about 30 kmis excluded
from the-field-of-view of the ..wa.vehtmt sensor (10 arcseconds). The geometry is
illustratedm lqsure 2. Thus it is not necessary to time._te the wavefrontsensor or the
electronicspadcas_s.

/11
/11

/
! I/

,,,, -,,, / __.1 _,,'_

11m d_i_
Is,n,:_,l ,,/

7
gn,u__

__ _>,;,m,

Fi_ 2. Schematicillusuationofbmm-din_cwrandtelescopepmneu7 fortheII.HL laserguidestar
expel'i_enL ..

Theape.,tu_ of theupgoinglaserbeamin _ beamdirectoris5on by 10on, slightly
larger than typical values for ro at 589nra. Calculations of the upward propagationof
the laser beam to the sodium layers show that the sodium spot will be about 1 meterin
diameter, at a height of 95 km. This spot size will be justslightly resolvedby the
subapertures of our adaptive optics system.
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III. ADAFTIVE OPTICS SYSTEM

Our adaptive optics system will have 69 active subapertures.

We are planning to use an existing Itek continuous face-sheet deformable mirror, in a
collaboration with D. Aspinwall, D. Tiszauer and their colleagues at Lockheed. For the

. longer term, we are also pursuing development of an alternative '_ybrid" deformable
mirror technology, based on PMN actuators and a grooved continuous face-sheet
mirror surface. We have previously built and patented mirrors of this type, but
optimized to operate at low bandwidth, in order to correct for low-frequency thermal

" distortions m/t_n our laser systems. We are now planning to build and test one to
operate at the kilohertz rates required for atmospheric correction. The '_hybrid"mirror
technology has the potential to be substantially less expensive than mirrors presently
available.

Our Hartmann wavefront sensor is based on a new Kodak motion analysis camera
with two stages of image intemification. With an allocation of 10 X 10 CCD pixels for
each subapermre, the camera functions well at 1000 frames per second s, allowing us to
achieve a closed-loop bandwidth of about 100 I-Iz. Tests of this wavefront sensor in the
laboratoryindicatethatourstretched-pulselaserguidestarwillprovidesufficient
photonstoperformfullclosed-loopcorrectionsfor69subapemu_ atthedesired
observing wavelength of 0.8 microns, at the LLNL site.

Our tip-tilt system will be capable of obtaining tilt information either from the
astronomical object (i/it is bright enough), or from an off-axis natural tip-tilt guide star.
We are designing the tip-tilt system to func_.'onwith a closed-loop bandwidth of at
least 100 I-_ using avalanche photodiodes m a quad-cell confi_tion as our first-
generationtip-tiltsensor.Eventuallywe plantoexperimentwxthamore advancedtip-
tiltsensingsystemthatdetectsco.ma.,and henceallowsustodeduce_wavefronttilt
more accuratelybasedonacentroidmeasurementofthetip-tiltguidestarg,I0.

We arealsoimplementingaservosystemtocontrolthetip-tiltmotionofthelaser
guidestaritself,relativetothebackgroundstars.Thisisnecessarybecausethelaser
beam directorisoffsettothesideofthemaintelescope,and thereforeatmospheric
turbulenceontheway up willcausethesodiumspottowanderrelativetothe
backgroundstars,asseenbythemaintelescope.We willcontrolthelaserguide-star
tiltwitha separatetip-tiltmirrorlocatedbelowthelaserbeam director.

We areexperimentin.gwitha wavefrontreconstructorbasedoncommercialboard-
levelparallelprocessing,usingfourInteli860vectorprocessors.We planto
investigateseveralreconstructionalgorithms,and tocomparetheirperformancetothat
ofa more traditionalarray-processor-basedreconstructor,incollaborationwithD.

- Aspinwan,D."Fmzauerand theircolleaguesatLockheed.

IV. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND SIMULATIONS

We areconstructingtwo typesofmodelstoaidinanalyzingtheperformanceofour
laserguidestarand adaptiveopticssystem6.
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The fu-st is a "bottoms-up" calculation of the residual wavefront errors that we should
expect,usingstatisticalexpressionsfortheroot-mean-squareerrorsofalltherelevant
subsystems.Residualerrorsarecalculatedseparatelyforthetip-tilt(jitter)controlloop
and forthehigher-order-correctioncontrolloop.Eachofthesetwo controlloopsis
affectedbytheaccuracyofsensingtherelevantwavefrontaberrations(whichdepends
onsignalstrength,integrationtime,,detectorefficiency,and noiseproperties),and the
accuracyofcznvect/ngtherelevantaberrations(whichdependsonthenumber of
subapertures,theservocontrolbandwidthcomparedtotheatmosphericturnover
fz_[uency,and theoffsetangleoftheguidestar).Thismodel was developedin
collaboration with R. Vernon of SAIC_ lt runs on a Macintosh computer, as an Excel
spreadsheet

Our predictions for the LLNL feasibility experiment using this model are baselined at
ro = 5 cm at 0.5 _ns, corresponding to approximately 2 arc second seeing. (Our
data on seeing and roa_ not yet comprehensive, but we typically measure seeing, of 2
arc sec on our better nights.) The baseline model predicts higher-order Strettl rauos ox
approximately 0.5 for observations at 0.8 micron wavelength. Under these conditions
the corresponding spatial resolution is determined by the quality of the tip-tilt
¢orr_--tionb, and s]_oul"d vary between 0.15 and 0.6 arc sec depending on the proximity
and brightness of the tip-tilt guide star.

The second type of model we are developing is a Monte Carlo simulation of the laser
guidestarand adaptiveopticalsystem.As.showninFigure3,thismodelco.nsis_ofa
iinked series of simulations representing ma>systems of the feasibility experiment.
The atmospheric turbulence is represented by specific realizations on discrete phase
screens, with statistics derived from the appropriately scaled Kolmogorov spectrum.

Figure3. SchematicrepresentationofMonte CarlosimulationmodelfortheLLNL laserguidestar

experiment.

We beginbypropagatingthelaserbeam upwardsthrougharepresentativesetof
turbulencephasescreens.Once theincidentintensitydistributionatthesodiumlayer
isknown, we calculatetheconsequentemissionof589nm light.Atpresentthis
sodium-layersimulationincludesa 6-1evelBlochequationrepresentationoftheatomic
states,with120Dopplerbins.Figure4shows atypicalintensitydistributionfor
sodittm-layeremission,usingourstretchedlaserpulseformat.
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Figure4.Predictedintensitydistributionofsodiumemissionforourstretchedlaserpulse,assumingro=
5cre.The characteristic"cross-shaped"diffractionpatternisdue totherectangularshapeofthelaser

beam atthebeam director(5cm by 10crn).At'thesodiumlayer,thecentralcoreisroughlyImeterinsize.

Thesodium-layeremissionmust thenbepropagateddown againthroughthe
atmosphere(usingmore turbulentphasescreens)tothewavefrontsensor,formingthe
perturbedwavefrontwhichtheadaptiveopticssystemwilltrytocorrect.Next,a
Hartmannwavefrontsensormodel (includingnoise,realisticlenslets,andappropriate
pixelsizes)calculatesthecentroidsthatwould bemeasuredfromtheperturbed
wavefront.Ifdesired,thesecentroidscanbeusedasinputstoa wavefront
reconstructor,whichgeneratesinstructionsfora modeldeformablemirror.The
qualityofthefinalcorrectioniscalculatedbyapplyingtheshapeofthedeformable
mirrortothewavefrontfroma distantastronomicalobject.

Figure5illustratesthislastsegmentofthesimulationprocess.Inthiscasewe have
simplifiedthesimulationbyusinga naturalguidestar(intheupperleft-handcornerof
thefield,atposition0,0)toobtainthewavefrontinformatio_The astronomicalobject
isanopenclusterofstars.The leftframeshows theuncorrectedimageofthestar
cluster,whiletherightframeshows thesamefieldofviewaftercorrection.We are
usingsimulationssuchasthistostudytheeffectofanisoplanatism.Inthisexample
theStrehlfallsfrom0.3forstarsnearestthenaturalguidestarto0.15forstarsfarthest
fromthenaturalguidestar.

o s _o zs 2o 2s zo _ 4o 0 s 1o is 2o _ zo _ 4o
- 0-J.-_.!l I I

,
10 10 ->

35 _'. _. _ -__._

Figure 5. Simulation of adaptive optical correction for an open star cluster, using a natural guide star for
the wavefront reference. The scale is in microradians (5 rnicroradians is approximately 1 arc second).
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V. EXPERnVHnVFALPLANS

Our first experimentswill characterizethesodium-layerlaserguidestar,includingits
intenmtydistribution,totalenergy,andsensitivitytolaserpulseformat. Wewill
projectthelaserstraightupwards,and_erize thespotin thesodiumlayerusing
ahalf-metertelescopelocateda fewmetersfrom thebeamdirector.At thesametime
we willbemeasuringtheatmosphericturbulenceusingaquarter-metertelescope,so
that we will be able to relate the intensity distribution and size of the sodimn spot to
atmospheric parameterssuch as r_ We will use ourwavefl_nt sensor on the half-
metertesco to vont the tar
at a I khz sample rate. waverronts nmmthe un-pulse-stretchedlaserguide starwill be
measured with a slower sample rate,due to its lower intensity. The observing site for
these first experiments is located above a pre-existing evacuated laserbemn tubeat
LLNL,and is not optimal for astronomical observations due to its proximity to an
officebuikiing.

Closed-loop adaptive optics experimentswill take placeon a new one-meter telescope,
which will be sited in a field at LLNLfartherfrom su_roundin.gstnlctures. The laser
beam tube will be extended under-ground to this new observingsite, where it will feed
the laser beam directly into an alt-az/muth beam directorlocatedabout 5 meters from
the telescope. The startdate for these closed-loop experimentswill be determined.by
delivery of the new telescope,presently schedul_ to occur in mid-1992at the earliest.
All dosed-loop adaptive optics experiments.will be accompaniedby atmospheric
measurements on an adjacenttelescope, so that theactual adaptive corrections
achieved can be compared with thecorresponding performancepredicted for similar
atmosphericparameters.

Specific _u_ thatwe wish to address include the size of the isoplanatic patchfor both
tip-tiltand higher-ordercorrections, the optimum laserpulse format and frequency
modulation, the effectof laser beam polarization, and the realisticutility of laser guide
stars and adaptive optics for different types of astronomical observations.

Researchsupportedby theUSDepartment of Energy under contractnumber W-7405-ENG-48
to theLawrence LivermoreNationalLaboratory,.
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System Design for a High Power Sodium Beacon Laser

Herbert Friedman, James Morris and James Horton
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, CA

I. Background

Sodium laser guide stars have been proposed 1,2as a means to correct for the effects of
atmospheric turbulence in large astronomical telescopes. Several groups 3"6have produced
such guide stars, but as yet, none has been able to close a control loop for an adaptive
optics system using this means largely because of the limited power available in the laser
system. In this paper, the effort to utilize a high power laser system developed by LLNL
for laser isotope separation, for the generation of a sodium guide star, is described.

The requirements of the laser system are developed by examining the photon signal
necessary to achieve sufficient signal to noise in the wavefront detector. The laser system
developed for isotope separation is described and the performance characteristics are
presented. A novel optical apparatus for reducing the peak power of the laser system to
optimize the backscatter return is also described. The beam transport system presently
under development at LLNL is discussed and the design for a smaller verston of the laser
system suitable for deployment at an astronomical site is shown.

H. Laser Power Requirements

The parameters of the sodium layer in the mesosphere are well known 7 and are summarized
in Figure 1. As a best case calculation, if ali the sodium atoms within a column were
excited by a tuned laser beam, the photon rate at a detector on the ground is given by the
relation in Figure 2 and would yield a return signal shown in Figure 3 for the parameters
listed therein. A typical value for the required number of photons in an atmospheric
sampling time and in a wavefront sensing subaperture is of the order of 2000. Thus, for
the photon rate of 1.9xl08/sec, at least 10 I.tsec of signal integration is required and based
upon an atmospheric sampling time of 1 msec, the minimum duty cycle required for the
sodium layer is of the order of 1%.

This calculation indicates that there are at least 100 times more sodium atoms present in the
mesosphere than are required to receive sufficient signal to close a control loop. The laser
power required to achieve that return signal depends critically upon the spectral ma_h
between the laser and the sodium absorption line and the laser flux as compared to me
saturation level. In terms of saturation, Figure 4 illustrates an often co.nfusing point. The
photon return is a monotonically increasing function of laser power for a fixed pulse
format, i.e., ratio of peak to average power or (duty factor) -1. The more important case is
for fLxedaverage power wherein the photon return decreases as the duty factor decreases.
Increased peak power saturates the sodium transition driving the radiation forward and
away from the receiver. The laser to be usea in these experiments has an average power
capability of a kilowatt and pulse repetition frequency of 26 kHz which corresponds to a
pulse energy of 38 mJ. For the pulse duration of 32 ns (FWHM) as shown in Figure 5,
the peak power over a one meter spot at the sodium layer is of the order of 75 W/cre 2
which is approximately 15 times the saturation flux. A pulse stretcher with a strecth factor
of 15 is under construction and is described later in this paper.
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The effects of laser pulse width and modulation on the efficiency of backscatter arc
illustrated in Figure 6. The calculations are based on single pulse effects since the
interpulse duration of 38 gs is much greater than either the spontaneous lifetime (16 ns).
The unmodulated case assumes two lines spaced 1.8 GHz apart with transform limited
spectral widths, a few tens of megahertz, while a modulation format has broadened each
line to match the sodium linewidth. For an unstretched pulse with a width of 32 ns
(b'WHM), the pulse energy at 1 kW average power is 38 mJ and the calculation shows an
increase of 2.3 between the modulated and unmodulated pulse returns. The effects of
modulation are minimized in the unstretched case because both pulses saturate the sodium
layer heavily. When the laser is pulse stretched by a factor of 15, which is our baseline
case, the pulse energy within one 32 ns "subpulse" is reduced to 2.5 mJ and the effect of
modulation is to increase the backscatter efficiency by 3.5 times.

The effect of pulse stretching on the backscatter efficiency is shown in Figure 7 for our basic
pulse format shown in Figure 5. The solid lines indicate the photon return assuming that ali
the laser power is uniformly distributed within a spot diameter of 1.3 meters. The photon
return for a stretched pulse format is over four times that of the unstretched pulse at the
kilowatt power level. Using a propagation model, the spot size is not uniformly distributed
but spreads due to diffraction and turbulence. The photon returns from the 2 meter diameter
central portion of the spot and from the entire spot are also indicated. In this calculation the
laser beam was assumed to be a rectangle with dimensions 5 crn x 10 crn and diffraction
limited. Beam propagation through an atmosphere with ro=5 cm (at 500 nm) was calculated
and an example of the spot irradiance and D2 emission using the propagation model is shown
in Figure 8.

The amount of laser power needed to generate a photon return signal sufficient to close a
control system is critically dependent upon the sensitivity and noise characteristics of the
receiver. Although LLNL and others are actively involved in CCD development, no suitable
CCD chip is presently available to us. We have chosen a wavefront measurement system
based upon a high speed, image intensified camera, Kodak Ektapro, which is described
elsewhere in this Workshop 8. Calibration data from the camera shown in Figure 9 indicate
that a minimum of approximately 500 photons collected in a subaperture are required to
achieve a maximum acceptable wavefront measurement error of approximately 1/8 wave,
Also shown on the plot are the estimated performance of our kilowatt laser system for
various pulse formats. If our laser system is stretched to achieve pulse widths of 750 ns,
we can use this camera with integration times of 1 ms and a subaperture diameter of 5 cna to
measure the wavefront of the sodium guide star. Increasing the integration to 2 ms provides
margin without a strong penalty in overall system performance.

HI. Laser System Design

The high average power laser system developed at LLNL for the Atomic Vapor Laser
Isotope Separation (AVLIS) program is ideally suited for this sodium beacon application.
The laser system is capable of producing in excess of a kilowatt of average power tuned to
the sodium line at 589 nm. The high PRF of 26 kHz minimizes the peak power in order to
reduce saturation effects. The bandwidth of the laser is narrow and stable to a few tens of
megahertz and the capability exists to modulate the laser beam to match the sodium spectral
profile. The system also has the capability to correct the wavefront for low (spatial and
temporal) frequencies using a closed loop deformable mirror system and a beam quality of
less than 1.5 times the diffraction limit at high average power has been achieved.
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The design concept for the AVLIS laser system is shown in Figure 10 and consists of
twelve chains of Copper Vapor Lasers (CVL's) pumping three chains of dye lasers. For
the guide star application, one of the dye laser chains is tuned to the sodium wavelength
and the beam is diverted to an underground turning vault where an up turn mirror diverts
the beam into the atmosphere. For the AVLIS process, the dye lasers are combined into
one beam and multipassexi through metallic urani.ur_n,vapor in order to acln.'evc,is_ol_,
enrichment by selective photoionization. The mulapass cell also has appucauon tor me
guide star progtmm High quality mirrors and optical coatings with extremely low loss
have been developed and these components find application in an optical system to stretch
the dye laser pulse thereby reducing the effects of saturation in the sodium layer.

A photograph of an individual CVL and the chain configuration is shown in Figure 11. An
individual chain of CVL's consisting of an oscillator and three, single pass amplifiers has
produced over 1.5 kW. A portion of the array of 12 CVL chains is also shown in Figure 11
and this array routinely produces over 8 kW as indicated in Figure 12.

The CV chains pump a set of three dye laser chains through a highly redundant optical
transport system which insures that every dye laser amplifier is pumped by a small portion
of each CVL chain. The characteristics of the dye laser system are listed in Figure 13 and a
high power run is shown in Figxtre 14. The high power dye laser chain, which is the one
to be used for the guide star operation, has produced over 1.5 kW of average power at a
paise repetition rate of 2£ kHz. Wavelength stability and beam quality at high average
power are shown in Figures 15 and 16.

IV. Pulse Stretcher

In order to _tretch the pulse of the dye lasers to reduce saturation effects, a multipass optical
system consisting of multiple White cells has been designed. The concept is illustrated in
Figure 17. A series of optical delay lines of 1, 2, 4 and 8 times the input pulse width and
50/50 beam splitters creates a stack of 16 subpulses for every input pulse. Each subpulse
is of equal magnitude, neglecting coating losses for the moment, so that the effect is to
lower the intensity by a factor of 24=16. The result is two separate beams which can be
combined using polarization techniques or left as two parallel beams to be overlapped in
the mesosphere. The AVLIS program has developed high power coatings with reflection
coefficients of 0.998 or better so that the effect of coating losses is approximately an 11%
droop at the end of the train of subpulses.

A novel optical technique 8 of realizing this pulse stretcher concept is shown in Figure 18.
The input pulse is split in two by the 50/50 beam splitter with half going through the first
delay and the other half reflecting off the mirror. The half which is delayed is indexed
down one unit and is combined with the reflected pulse and half of that combined pulse is
delayed further. The output of each delay line is indexed down one unit and combined with
the reflected pulse until the required number of delays is achieved. The two outputs can be
combined into one beam or left as indi_dual outputs.

One design parameter which remains to be specified is the delay between pulses. If the input
pulse is a flat top, then the optical delay unit which leaves no gaps between the subpulses is
exactly equal to the input pulse width. For the realistic case of the dye laser pulse shown in
Figure 5, the delay unit is chosen to minimize pulse overlap. Figure 19 shows the results of
a code calculation varying the length of the optical delay unit. For a delay line unit of 100 ns,
which is larger than the pulse width, the subpulses are completely separated and no overlap
occurs. This is certainly the best situation except that the delay lines are unduly long and take
up valuable real estate. For a delay unit of 60 ns, approximately equal to the Full Width Full
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Maximum (FWFM), the photon return is 90% of the flail separated case whereas the reutrn
signal drops to 75% for a 40 ns delay which is approximately the Full Width Half Maximum
(FWHM). Our design chooses 60 ns as the delay line unit.

The White cell concept is illustrated in Figure 20. Three mirrors of identical radii of
curvature are used with the field minur and objective mircors separated by the radius of
curvature. The center of curvature of the field mirror is located between the two objective
mirrors and the centers of the objective mirrors are located symmetrically about the center
of the field mirror. The minimum number of passes for this geometry is four so that a
separ_fon of 15 feet yields the optical delay unit of 60 feet or approximately 60 ns. The
other _ _tical delays are obtained by having the input pulses enter the White cell above and
exit below the central plane formed by the three centers of curvature at the appropriate
distances.

Figure 20 also shows the results of an experiment performed several years ago with a White
cell used as a pure delay line. A pulse was injected above the central plane at such an angle
as to require 150 passes to exit the White cell. A camera viewing the rear of the field mirror
recorded the laser spots leaking through the coating. The scope trace of the photodiode
shows a delay of 5 I.tsfor the 150 passes at 10 m per pass with an attenuation of only 26%
corresponding to a mirror reflectivity of 0.998.

The entire pulse stretcher can fit into a pipe one foot in diameter and 20 feet long, as shown
in Figure 21. For the first set of experiments, multiple White cells are used in a large
vacuum chamber, Figure 22. This more versatile arrangement will allow us to develop a
control system architecture which minimizes cost and provides maximum beam stability.

V. Deployment at LLNL

The laser guide star experiment wig be deployed in two phases at LLNL. Figure 23 shows
the layout of the AVLIS complex. The beam exits the Laser Demonstration Facility (I.DF)
through an underground, evacuated pipe winding up at the first turning vault at the comer
of the office complex. This turning vault contains an underground vacuum chamber with
steering mirrors, a closed loop pointing and centering control system, fast and slow
shutters and the up turn mirror, see Figure 24. The beam is directed through a pipe exiting
the pipe at an elevation of 10 feet above grade through a window which is the final
vacuum-to-air interface as shown in Figure 25. Presently at the site are a 1/4 meter
telescope for atmospheric measurements and a 1/2 meter telescope which will be used for
radiometric measurements of the laser guide star.

In the second phase of the experiment, a I meter telescope wig be located approximately
150 feet to the east of the present site away from buildings and trees. The laser beam will
be transported to this site through another underground, evacuated pipe and delivered to a

director. The laser beam director and telescope will be synchronously driven to track
astronomical objects of interest with the laser guide star piace in the middle of the field of
view.

VI. Compact Laser System

Although we predict that a kilowatt of laser power wig be necessary at LLNL due to the
small value of ro=5 eta, much smaller power lasers are needed at a good astronomical site
such as Manna Kea. A subset of the AVLIS lasers has been chosen and a package design
is shown in Figure 26. The laser package contains a single chain of CVL's with output of
1500 W.
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Sinceonlythe510nm linesisusefulforpumpingadyeat589nm,theoutputpoweratthe
sodiumwavelengthis350W. Sixhundredwattsof578nm lightisalsoavailableand
studiesarcunderwaytodesigna hybridguidestarformatusingbothRayleighandsodium
beacons.

The CVL'soccupyonesideoftheverticalopticalbench,ormonolithasitissornctimcs
called,andthedyelaserchainismountedon theotherside.Thereisroom forthepulse
stretcherbelowthedyelaserchainalthoughnotshownonthesketch.The CVL'sarc
coupledtothedyelaserusingfiberopticcableswhichrcduccsthecomplexityofthebeam
transportsystem.Indeed,theCVL'scouldbclocatedremotely,fromthedyelasersbyas
much asa fewhunch'cdfeet.Suchaconfigurationwouldpcnmtacentrallocationforthe
CVL'sinthemidstofamultitelescopeinstallationwithsmallerdyelaserslocatedcloseto
eachunit.The totalpowerconsumptionfortheunitasshowninthefigureisapproximately
200kW andthefootprintisapproximately160sq.ft.The unitcouldbcpalletmountedor
wansportcdinasmallenclosedtrailer.
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Atomic parameters
Sodium D=line wavelength 2_Na 589 nm
Spontaneous emission lifetime of D=line % 16 ns
Degeneracy correction factor for D=line gu/(g_+ gu) 0.67

Atmospheric sodium layer parameters
Column density at zenith N 5x10TMm"=
Mean alitiude z = 90 km
Vertical depth 25 km
Optical depth at zenith (3 Ghz bandwidth) 0.025

A':.mosphericlinear propaqation parameters
Transmission coefficient, ground to sodium layer 0.85
roat the sodium D=line wavelength -- 0.05 m
Illuminated spot area at the Na layer (41° slant path) A= 1.13 m=
Nominal isoplanatic angle at lp.m wavelength 10 i_rad

Wavefront sensor
Sub-aperture area AWFS 0.01 m=

Figure 1. Physical data for sodium beacon.

photon/./ atoms _ (spont.em._ /degeneracY_x(COllection_
rate )_illuminated)×_ rate Ix/correction ) /efficiency)

where

As = illuminated spot area at Na layer
N = Na column density
_n = spontaneous emission lifetime of Na D=line
g,.,, = degeneracy factor for (lower, upper) state
z = distance to Na layer along propagation path
AwFs = area of wavefront sensor sub-aperture
X = atmospheric transmission loss factor from Na layer

to the beam director

Figure 2. Useful photon return rate limit for atmospheric sodium layer.

photon <( atoms /x (spont.em./×(degeneracy/×(collection/
rate )-Hliuminated) / rate ) / correction J _efficiencyJ

Nph-<1.9x108 sec'l 1
I

implies I puJseJength _>10p.sec ]or duty cycle >_1.0 %

for N = 5 x 101=atoms / m=,z = 90 km, Aw_s= .01 m=,X = 0.85,
and a 1.2 m diameter illuminated spot at the Na layer.

_T_hisis a requirement for ali pulse formats. The Na layer cannot em.it
photons at a higher rate.

Figure 3. Useful photon return rate limit for atmospheric sodium layer.
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589 nm

1 ........ 1 v--- Saturation

Constant (average)
Psignal Psignal laser power

0.5 0.5 -

Pluer 1 2 3 4
(Peak/average power)mer

Peak power density at the sodium
level must be kept below saturation

Fig. 4. Saturation effects reduce signal levels at the ground.

-1.0

-1.2
8.440-6 8.460-6 8.480-6 8.500-6 8.520-6 8.540-6 8.560-6

Time (seconds)

Fig. 5. Dye laser pulse format.
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Saturation of spontaneous emission

i

D = 1.3 m unlIormally
- Modulated .2 Illuminated spot

3
_o. 0.72 atm. transmission

_. Linear polarizationQ.

E 2 _- Actual line profile, 2-levelBloch calculation

/ _ _ ..... _ .... 32 ns FWHM gaussian pulse

O 1 / ___...__v_..._I1,

_,,,,,,,,, l,,,,,,_t,l,,,,,,,,, I,,,,,,,,,-
00 10 20 30 40

Pulse energy (mJ)

Fig. 6. For our pulse conditions, modulation matched to Na spectrum is 3 times more efficient than unmodulated.

0
0 200 400 600 800 1000

Laser power (W)

•------ Laser power uniformly distdbuted in 1.3 meter spot

O, X Propagation model (ro = 5 crn at 500 nra) with backscatter return
from (2 meter, entire) spot

Calculation parameters: 6 level Bloch equations
60% atmospheric transmission
Stretch factor = 15

Individual pulse width = 60 ns (FWFM)

Fig. 7. Backscatter return from modulated pulse format
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Irradiance Na D2 emission

.0

lM

I Photon emission: 730 per ms total; I480 per ms in D = 2 m circle about peak

Fig. 8 Irradiance and Na D2 emission profiles at 10x pulse
stretch for a 5 × 8 cm beam and ro= 5 cm (at 500 nm)

100000I' I ' I ' I ' I , I , i , i 1
2 ms Wavefront

1_0 Ilntegration time_ --'''--_ measurement
error

= _ ;U20
Ik,,,

;U15
t13
.o 1000
= _ ;UIOu)
L-

_) Kodak cameraQ.

° !1100 Q.E. = 5%
o

0
0
= Laser parameters
¢..
o 10

Avg. power = 1 KWr,
o. PRF = 26 KHz

Pulse duration:

1 Stretched = 750 ns
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 Unstretched = 32 ns

Subape_ure diameter (cm) Bandwidth = Few GHz

Fig. 9 Guide star signal levels and wave front sensor performance for Kodak camera
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Co
Copper

oscillator

Narrow band, tuned near
High average power, high PRF pump light diffraction limited light

Enrichment chamber

Dye laser Dye Dyepower
master oscillator pre-amplifier amplifier

AVLIS technology'closely I
matches the requirements] Opticai muitipass

of the guide star mission I Long pass op_:calstorage cellsimilarto pulse st;'etcherapparatus

Fig. 10 AVLIS laser system design concept

SIS plant scale lasers U-AVLIS plant engineering
at 750 W per chain prototype at 1500 W per chain

I ' ILifetime and operating data at full power to be collected in Laser Demonstration Facility
iii

Fig. 11 Copper lasers operated at plant power

10000 i I I I I I ' I i I I i"

7500 -
o Goal 8760 W• ¢_.

E • 12 chains of lasers
5000-u)

(n • Routine operation
and refurbishment

2500-

0 t t t I t ! t ! t t t
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6 Mar 1991 Hours

Fig. 12 Copper lasers system performance-corridors 1 and 2
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Parameter Value Comments

Average power >1300 W/1500 W Single chain

(sustained/highest) >2500 W/2800 W Total system

Dye conversion efficiency >50% ASE<5% typical

Wavelength range 550-650 mn With available dyes

Wavefront quality <X/10 RMS Using adaptive optics

Center frequency stability _+50MHz

Bandwidth 50 MHz - 5 GHz Modulated slngle-mode

Repetition rate 13 khz Capable of 26 khz

Pulse width 40 ns FWHM

Fig. 13. Dye laser system performance summary.

000 i i ii

2_,00

2000
Power
(w)

1500

1000 Single chain --

um

5OO

o I ! ! I
12 24 36 48 60

Tlme (h)

i

I Systemgoal: continuous, around-the-clock operation I

Fig. 14. Dye laser system performance ---sustained, high power operation.
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i _- I! i i 120_.z! _=

Time _.

Fig. 15 Long-term frequency stabilization

1.00 -,

Beam quality ~ 0.16;Lpeak, 0.03_,rms

270 watts

m

m
N

O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0

O.O00E+O0
O.O00E+O0

Columns

128. 256.

Fig. 16 LDF high power dye laser chain---beam quality
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16 passes
4 passes 4 × T

lxT
O

Polarization 2 beams

p • comblned 1-71 comblned..._

1 8 pa,.;ses L.____J Polarization
-_! T I<--_ 2 x T rotator

32 passes
8×T 11%

1/16 _ _,i',i,• Maximum number of passes = 60
-->-I 16T

® Low loss mirrors: (.998)60= 89%

• Relay Imaging at each delay is required

9 Conceptual design complete, mechanical design and optics layout underway
- Design review by 9-30-91

Fig. 17. Pulse stretcher topology gives flat top pro_e with no long tails.
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J. Horton s Input
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at R = 0.998

Stretched output pulse

Fig. 18. Pulse stretcher optical design.
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Saturation of spontaneous emission

2.0 I I I !
Pulse separation

--100 ns __#_""-. -. D = 1.3 m unif. Ilium. spot
• ,. 60 ns
ca I __
"5 1.5 ....... 40 ns 0 .* 0.72 atm. transmission
Q.
lm

eL° , Linear polarization

| eeaeoalttDI m I al ,nn,o m ooml6a

"(, 1.0 .. . .,n........ Actual IirH)profile,
,. .-- 0 2-level Bloch calc.
• , LAGOS
O. n
ca , baseline
= n stretch factor of 15 32 ns FWHM gaussianO u
.- pulse
o 0.5 '

u
, Modulation format:
I
, chosen to match

] ' ' I sodi.mspr.m0 I '
0 1 2 3 4 5

Pulse energy (mJ)

Fig. 19 For our pulse conditions, separation of 60 ns gives = 90% of fully separate<| result

_;,<)ts 74 spots at 2 passes per spot
leaking 150 passes at 10 meter per pass

through total time delay = 1.5 km or 5 psec
field (mirror mount clipped 74 to 50

mirro,'s spots shown)

< "10 hleters > I mirror

Camera

Objectiv_ mirrors
HeNe laser

Mirror
reflectivity = 0.998

Photodiode

Fig. 20 Long path propagation experiment
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Figure 21. Compactwhite cell
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Full size @

output
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Figure _ Multiple white cell o_r_ra_L
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Fig. 23 Far site and South Vault areas

To UDS
T-box insertable mirror

From DCW

.... B490

Beam dump :ranceshelter dump

Slow and fast shutters

i::=1

Beam dump South vault

Fig. 24 Optics and alignment controls to be installed in South Vault vacuum box by 9/30/91

Fig. 25
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Fig. 26 Lidar laser source module
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Abstract

We arebuildingan adaptive-optictelescopesystem thatisbasedon theuse ofan artificialguidestar

createdby laser-inducedfluorescenceof the sodium mesosphericlayer.This paper discussesthe system

designformid-visibletonear-infraredcompensationofaone metertelescopeatLivermoreand near-infrared

compensationofthe tenmeter Keck telescopeatMauna Kea.

We calculatetheexpectedStrehlratioand resolutionfora 69 channeldeformablemirrorsystemand also

fora possible241 channelsyst_,.iupgrade.With the69 actuatorsystemwe expectneardiffractionlimited

resolution,about0.2arcsec,witha Strehlratioofabout0.5atA-0.8_m on thelm telescope,and resolution

ofabout 0.05arcsecwitha Strehlratioofabout 0.5at A-2.0 pm on the 10m telescope.Resolutionwill

be limitedby theperformanceofthetip/tiltcorrectionloop,which usesan off-axisnaturalguidestarasa

reference.The effectswhich degradetip/tiltcorrectionaredescribedina companionpaper.

At Livermore,our designusesan existinghighpower(1kW) lasersource,whichisexpectedtoprovidean

approximately6'thmagnitudeartificialguidestar.Thisstrongbeaconsignalallowsa shortintegrationtime

inthe wavefrontsensorso thattemporalchangesinthe atmosphericturbulencecan be trackedaccurately.

ForMauna Kea,we explorehow thesystemtobe builtfortheLivermoresitewould performintheinfrared,

assuminga 100W lasersource.

1. Introduction

Adaptive optic systems have sit,own great promise for improving astronomical seeing beyond the limits
imposed by atmospheric turbulence. Although efficient collectors of light, the larger aperture telescopes are
not able to resolve objects any better than those with an aperture of approximately ro, the characteristic
size of wavefront phase variations. For excellent sites under the best seeing conditions, ro is about 20
cm, therefore, the best telescopes in the world resolve no better than a good amateur astronomer's 8-inch
telescope.

Adaptive optics technology provides a means of optically correcting for distortions introduced by the
atmosphere over a small field of view called the isoplanatic angle, roughly 2-10 arcseconds, depending on
the seeing conditions. Resolution can improve dramatically, for example the Keck ten meter telescope which
currently has a resolving power of about 1/2 arcsecond in the mid-visible (0.5 pm) could in principal have
0.01 arcsecond resolution with a suitable adaptive optics system installed. Encouraging results have been

demonstrated with adaptive optics systems at the Canada-France-Hawaii telescope [1,2], the National Solar
Observatory, [3], the Starfire Optical Range [4,5], Maul AMOS facility by Lincoln Laboratory experimenters
[6], and at the Observatoire de Haute-Provence (CNRS) in France [7,8]. Additional implementations of
adaptive optics systems are planned for the European Southern Observatory [9] and the National Optical

* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-eng-48
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Astronomy Observatory[i0],

Adaptive optic systems require a point reference source of light in order to measure and correct wavefront
distortions. Point reference sources are provided by the stars themselves, but since the angle over which
corrections are valid (the isoplanatic angle) is small, the density of bright enough reference stars is not
sufficient for full sky coverage. The solution is to "create" a star, wherever we want it in the sky, with a laser
illuminator. This paper, and the work at Lawrence Livermore in general, is focused on the sodium beacon
approach, that is, laser light tuned to the sodium D2 line (589 nra) is used to fluoresce a layer of sodium
atoms present in the mesosphere at an altitude of 90km [11,12].

2. Guide Star Light

The AVLIS i_er at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is a copper vapor pumped dye laser that
is an ideal high power illumination source for laser guide star use. With only minor retuning, this laser
will generate 1000 W at the Sodium D2 line. Although the AVLIS laser is physically much too large and
expensive to be duplicated at a good astronomical site, it allows us to experiment at a local site with plenty
of beacon signal. We can then explore the design parameter space at the high end of the laser power range
and, for example, by deliberately reducing the signal, determine practical minimum laser power levels for
remote sites.

The nominal pulse duration of the AVLIS laser is about 40 ns and the repetition rate is 26 kHz. At
38 mJ per pulse, 1000 W average power is delivered. Unfortunately, the short duty cycle is problematic.
The projected beam from an ro ._ 5 cm aperture will create a roughly 1 meter diameter spot at the
sodium layer. The unstretched pulse would therefore illuminate the sodium with 68 W/cre 2 irradiance.
However, irradiance levels above about 5 W/cm 2 will not generate additional return signal because the

entire population of sodium atoms within the laser beam is too quickly placed in the excited state [11]. In
order to take maximum advantage of the 1000 W of power available, the laser pulse will need to be stretched,

that is, increased in width and reduced in amplitude, by a factor of about 15. This will be accomplished by
a White cell arrangement.

The sodium light return flux density F (photons per m2 per pulse) is

F = / / RAt(I(z,t))NN,[_ T-_a2]d2z (1)47rZNa

where N,a is the column density of the mesospheric sodium layer, RAt(I(z, t)) is the spontaneous emission
per atom per pump laser pulse with I(z,t) the pump laser irradiance at the sodium layer, rNa is the
propagation distance from the ground to the sodium layer, and Ta is the one-way atmospheric transmission
factor. The integral folds together the atomic response per atom per pulse and the atomic density to obtain
the total photons emitted per pulse assuming linearly polarized light.

At low power, below the effect of saturation, the photons per atom per pulse can be approximated by

• Ra,(I(z,t))= l(z,t)a, Ea,Ta
hu = ht, vzAb (2)

where E is the average laser power, t,t is the repetition rate of the laser, at is the effective cross section of
the sodium atoms, h is Plank's constant, v is the frequency of the sodium D_ line, and Ab is the area of the
illuminating beam at the sodium layer.

Table 1 shows nominal parameters for the Livermore site. Using equation (2) we calculate 34 photons
per atom per (stretched) pulse. We also calculated RAt numerically using an atmospheric propagation code
and 6-level optical Bloch equations to model the sodium atom. The results are shown in Figure 1. At
E = 1000W the computed return is about 14 photons per atom per pulse, quite a bit lower than predicted
by (2) because of nonlinear saturation effects.
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Table 1. Nominal parameters for computing beacon signal strength.

E 1000 W

ut 26 kHz
.4b 1 m2
ct, 4 x I0 -'sm 2
Td 0.6
N:va 5 x 1013 atoms/m 2
z_a 90 km

The AVLIS laser should be adequate to produce a roughly 6'rh magnitude guide star, which, as can be
seen in the analyoas below, is more than sufficient to drive the adaptive optics system.

3. System Design

a. Optics

A schematic of the optical layout is shown in Figure 2. Light from the 1-meter primary pupil is relayed to
a deformable mirror, located at the conjugate of the pupil plane. Both the natural starlight and light from
the sodium beacon are reflected off of this mirror. After that, the beacon light is separated using a dichr_;c
beam splitter. Along the path of the beacon light, the pupil is reimaged at the entrance to a wavefront
sensor. A 10 arcsecond field stop located at the focal plane of the transfer optics will keep most of the
Rayleigh scattered sodium light out of the wavefront sensor.

In our system we plan to use a Hartmann type sensor. This sensor consists of an array of lenslets which
focus small subapertures of the beam onto portions of a CCD array. The motions of the Hartmann spots
indicate local gradients of the beacon phase in the pupil plane. This information is used to drive the actuators
in the deformable mirror so as to correct the beacon wavefront and, along with it, the incoming astronomical
starlight. After going through the dichroic filter, the natural starlight is split and focused onto two additional
CCD cameras, one to form long-integration-time scientific images of faint objects, and the other to be used
as a star tracking sensor.

b. Error Analysis

To achieve near diffraction-limited performance, wavefront phase variations must be reduced to a fraction
of a wave rms over the aperture. As fluctuations are reduced, more of the light from a point source is focused

into a diffraction limited "core," while some of light still remains in a "halo" of size 1.22A/r0 around the core.
Earlier analysis has shown that even with a Strehl ratio as low as 0.3 (corresponding to sn rms wavefront
error of A/6) a diffraction-limited core becomes evident.

The Strehl ratio (normalized antenna gain) is defined as the on-axis ratio of the optical system's point
spread function to that of the diffraction limit. Here _he "system" includes both the atmosphere and the
corrections made by the adaptive optics. For small _¢, Strehl ratio is approximated by

rf2

S = e- * (3)

where _¢ isthe wavefrontcorrectionrms residual.

Wavefrontcorrectionisaccomplishedintwo stages,overalltip-tiltcompensationand correctionof the

higherordermodes. Inthefirstpartoftheanalysiswe consideronlythehigherordermodes. At theend of
thissectionwe returntothe analysisofthetip-tiltloop.

The wavefronterrorremainingafteradaptiveopticcorrection(referencedtogrosstipand tilt)has three

contributors:I)wavefrontmeasurementerror,2) wavefrontfittingerror,and 3)servofollowingerror.The
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error in measuring the wavefront is a result of the signal-to-noise ratio attainable with a fixed amount of
beacon signal and unavoidable noise in the detector. Determining the centroid of the Hartmann spot is
subject to both photon shot noise and the thermal and pattern noise of the CCD. This resulting wavefront
measurement error is given by [13]

= SNR f, (4)

where _ is the size of the sodium guide star as viewed from the ground, in radians, d is the subaperture size,
As is the wavelength of the guide star light, A/ is the wavelength of the imaged light, .tc is the bandwidth

. of the control loop, and f_ is the wavef-ont sample rate, that is, the frame rate of the CCD. The formula

contains the factor (lcf j) 1/_ to account for the fact that the closed loop control loop acts as low pass filter
on the measurement noise. It also contains the ratio of wavelengths factor to account for the fact that phase
variance is less sensitive to the wavefront gradient at longer observation wavelengths.

The signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, is given by

N
= , (5)

_N+e2 + 2readout O'background

where N isthenumber ofsignalphotonspersubapertureperframe:

IrF d2vz

= ,7 4/, ' (6)

where 7/is the efficiency of the CCD and optical system, F is the return photon flux density per pulse given
by equation (1), vz is the pulse repetition rate, d is the subaperture size, and fs is the CCD frame rate.

Anisoplanatism is also an important source of measurement error that has received serious attention
[14-19]. Wavefront information provided by the guide star is valid only over a small field of view. Outside

this small isoplanatic angle, the light from natural objects travel along different paths through the turbulent
atmosphere than does the beacon light. As guide star and astronomical object become separated, wavefront

data becomes gradually uncorrelated to the correction that is actually needed to sharpen the image. The
isopianatic angle, 00, is given by [17]

00 = {2.905k _ sec ¢ [ C_(z)zSla} -a/5 (7)
,/p ath

where k = 2_r/A/is the wavenumber of the imaged light, ¢ is the observation angle from zenith, and C_(z) is
the index of refraction structure constant [20]. Isoplanatic angle is typically on the order of a few arcseconds.
Wavefront measurement error induced by anisoplanatism is

= (Oleo)sl6 (8)

where 0 is the separation angle between the guide star and the imaged object. Ordinarily, one would point
the sodium guide star directly at the object of interest in order to avoid anisoplanatism, but the problem is
not completely solved because 1) location of the sodium guide star spot varies due to atmospheric deflections

• of the upgoing laser light (therefore it is important to control the high speed tip and tilt of the outgoing
beam to keep the spot steady with respect to the background stars), 2) some astronomical objects extend
over more than one isoplanatic angle, and 3) a geometrical problem occurs with larger apertures: if the

aperture subtends more than the isoplanatic angle of the spherical guide star wavefront, even though the
guide star is centered, distortions due to path differences become evident. This latter problem is called

focal anisoplanatism. With a 1-meter telescope and the guide star at 90 km, the subtended angle is 10
microradians, roughly e0, so it is not a major problem. Larger telescopes require additional guide stars,
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about one per subtended 00. We will deal with the issue later, when we consider an adaptive optic design
for the Keck 10-meter telescope.

Wavefront fitting error is determined by the type of phase correction mirror used and its degrees of
freedom. Our design uses a continuous-face-sheet deformable mirror, mostly because this kind of mirror

is available to us at relatively low cost and it also avoids the 27r phasing difficulties associated with a flat
segmented type. The deformable mirror face has a characteristic deformation in response to the displacement
of a given actuator which, for the most part, is local to the zone around the actuator. The response function
is designed to roughly approximate 2-dimensional sinc function with zero crossings near the adjacent actuator
location, thus it acts as a spatial low pass filter to the delta-function actuator displacements [21]. The ideal
actuator spacing is ro (as seen at the pupil plane). In our case, with a 1-meter primary mirror aperture and
the available 69-actuator deformable mirror, the subapertures are spaced about 11 cm apart. It will be a
rare night in the Livermore valley when ro (at 589 nm) is 11 cm, however, the spacing is quite appropriate
for imaging in the near infrared, where ro is larger. We can also expect to get reasonable results for imaging
in the visible, as will be justified below.

Deformable mirror fitting error is given by

O'¢DMF,,= 1_l/2(d/ro) s/6 (9)

where/_ is a parameter that depends on the mirror response function. # = 0.27 has been measured exper-
imentally on mirrors similar to the one we plan to use. Like 90, ro is a turbulence dependent parameter,
precisely defined as

= {0.423k2 c¢[ c (z)dz}-3/5ro (1o)
JP ath

Control servo error is caused by the fact that wavefront corrections can only be made at temporal

frequencies as high as the bandwidth of the control loop. Greenwood [22,23] has calculate the power spectrum
of turbulence and the errors associated with finite control bandwidth. For (D/r0) _ 0.74 (which is our case)
the characteristic frequency of phase variations is given by

= {0.102k2[ 3/5,/, (11)
Jp ath

where v(z) is the velocity of the wind at altitude z. The wavefront fitting error due to servo lag is then given
by

o'¢s....L.,= (/olf,) (12)

where .lc, the controller bandwidth, is defined as follows. We consider a type 1 servo, where the mirror
actuator drive signal is proportional to the time integral of the phase error. The closed loop system acts as
a low pass filter on wavefront error:

H(f;fc)= (I+ if/lc)-I (13)

where f is the temporal frequency in Hertz and fc is the proportionality constant multiplying the integrated
phase error. (units: radians/radians-second=Hertz). From (11), .ft is also -3 db point of the transfer function
H(f; lc), hence it is an appropriate definition for controller bandwidth.

It'is important to correct the incoming light for the gross tip and tilt deviations caused by the atmosphere,
otherwise, the Strehl improvement accomplished by the higher order wavefront correction will be lost as the
jitter will simply smear the diffraction limited core over an area equal to the beam wander. Overall tip and
tilt introduced by the atmosphere is[24]

o'¢,= 0.6(---_)(D) 5/6 (14)
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radiansrms. With D/ro = 20 (typicalforthe Livermoresite),the -i-lo"beam wander is17timesthefull-
width-half-maximum(FWIIM) ofthediffraction-limitedcore.For Dfr o--50 (goodseeingatMauna Kea),

thebeam wander is36 timesdiffractionlimit.Therefore,reducingoveralltipand tiltby a factorofat least

20 (40at Mauna Ken) isrequiredifwe wishtoattainnear-diffractionlimitedresolution.

Performanceofthetip-tiltloopissubjecttothesamesortsoferrorsthatinfluencethewavefrontcorrection

system:measurementerror,fittingerror,and controllagerror.We willassume thatthe tip-tiltreference

guidestarisa pointsource(_ = 0),inwhichcasethesensoraccuracyisgivenby

• 3_ 1 (15)

where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio as defined earlier, ft,f, is the tip-tilt controller bandwidth, fs,/, is the
sample rate of the tip-tilt detector, D is the aperture diameter of the telescope, and A is the mean wavelength
of the starlight reaching the detector. The signal level, now limited by the magnitude of the natural guide
star, can be approximated [25]

7tD2_N = (4x 101°)10-ml2sL,/,---_--,b"photons (16)

wherem isthevisiblemagnitudeofthestarand S istheStrehlratioassociatedwiththewavefrontcorrection.

The countisproportionaltotheStrehlratiobecausethetip-tiltguidestarhasbeensharpenedby theadaptive

opticssystem,and thereforeS isthefractionofthe lightth_'tisinthediffraction-limitedcore.The factor
ofI/2 isdue to thebeam splittingrequiredtosharephotonswiththescientificinstrument.Note thatthe

entireapertureof thetelescopeisusedto collectphotons,thusa fainterstarcan be used forthe tip-tilt
correctionthan would be requiredforwavefrontcorrection.

When theastronomicalobjectofinterestistoo dim tobe usedasa tip-tiltreference,a nearbyguidestar
must be selectedas a substitute.The separationoftheguidestarfrom theobjectofinteresthoweverwill

introducetiltanisoplanatismerror[15,16,18].The geometryoftheproblemisillustratedinFigure3.Ifthe
beam from theguidestarand thebeam fromtheastronomicalobjectdo notoverlapataltitudeswherethere

issignificantatmosphericturbulence,thenoveralltip-tiltofthetwo beams willbe mostlyuncorrelated.The

tiltisoplanaticangleisroughlyD/z, where z,isthealtitudeoftheturbulentlayer.For example,ifD=I
meterand z,=Ikm, theangleisabout 200 arcseconds,whichisquiteabitlargerthanthetypicalisoplanatic

angleforwavefrontsensing.Nevertheless,thereisonlyabout Istarofmagnitude 17 or brighterper 200

arcsecond2 regionofthesky atthegalacticpole[26].Thisisaproblemsincediffractionlimitedperformance
(reductionofatmospherictip-tiltby a factorof20)willrequireatleast95% tip-tiltmeasurementcorrelation,

but a starone isoplanaticangleaway providesonlyabout50% correlation[15].

Another issueariseswhen thetip-tiltguidestarislocatedoutsidethe wavefrontisoplanaticangle.The
adaptiveopticsystemwillnot sharpenthe image ofthe tip-tiltguidestarwith the resultthataccurate

determinationof itscentroidismore difficult.This error,calledcentroidanisoplanatismhas been the

• subjectofpreviousanalysisgivenin[27]and [28].

The tiltand centroidanisoplanatismerrorsthatareintroducedwhen off-aaSsguidestarsareused will

fundamentally Hmit the achievable resolution of an adaptive optic system. The companion paper [29] describes
the tip-tilt analysis in greater detail.

Bandwidth of the tip-tilt control loop is the next important contributor to tip-tilt compensation error.
The temporal power spectrum of the atmospherically _nduced beam tilt has been calculated by Tyler [30].
A characteristic frequency quantifying the power spectrum roll-off is given as

ft = 0.331D-1/SA_'l[sec ¢ f C_v(z)V2(z)dz] x/2, (17)
JP a$h
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where V(z) is the wind velocity at altitude z. The residual tip-tilt error due to finite controller bandwidth
is then given by

]ct/, IJ

whereft,t,isthecontrollerbandwidth(definedina manner similartothatofthe wavefrontcontroller).

We can tradeoffcontrolbandwidth to get a longerintegrationtime on dimm_.r,but closer,tip-tilt
guidestars,therebyreducinganisoplanatism.The manner inwhichoveralltlp-tiltcorrectionsystemcan be

optimizedforresolutionperformanceisdescribedinmore detailinreference[29].

4. Predicted Performance

Ali of the error sources are summarized in a spread-sheet analysis, where we are able to predict overall
Strehl and resolution performance and examine trade-otis in the design parameters.

a.Livermore Site

The error tree is shown in Figure 4 for the Livermore site. Our current plans are to use a 1-meter telescope
and a 69-channel deformable mirror in a 100 Hz closed-loop-bandwidth system. We later plan to upgrade
to a 241-channel system. The actuators on the mirror are aligned to the hnslets on the Hartmann sensor
array, so for the 69-channel system, the subapertures are 11 cm in diameter. In the 241-channel system, the
subape,_ares will be 5.8 cm in diameter, which is more appropriate for visible seeing.

Figure 4a summarizes the 69 subaperture system. Total wavefront Strehl is expected to be 0.5 and
residual jitter (with on-axis guiding) will be below 0.2 microradians. The major contributor to wavefront
Strehl degradation is fitting error. The 241 subaperture system will improve the wa,,efront fit as shown

in Figure 4b. Even though the 241-channel system has smaller subapertures, there is little degradation in
wavefront measurement accuracy since plenty of photons are still available per sample integration time (1
ms).

b. Mauna Ken Site

Once closed-loop operation has been demonstrated at the Livermore site, we envision transporting the
69 subaperture system to the 10-meter Keck Telescope on Mauna Ken, Hawaii. The error tree for the Keck
system is shown in Figure 5.

With a 10-meter aperture, the subapertures on this system are 1.1 meters in diameter, thus fitting error is

a problem at lower wavelengths, as shown in Figure 6. We feel that A = 2/Jm is an ideal imaging wavelength
for this system.

Focal a_aisoplanatism is now ma important source of corrected wavefront error, since the 10-meter aperture
subtends 100 microradians of the sodium beacon wavefront, which is several times the isoplanatic angle.

Multiple guide stars have been proposed in order to cover isoplanatic patch size areas of the aperture [31].
The sodium beacon hM a distinct advantage over Rayleigh beacons in the large aperture case because the
altitude of the sodium layer, 92km, puts sodium guide stars at a much higher altitude, thus reducing the

subtended angle. As a result, fewer guide stars are needed. Wavefront variance due to focus anisoplanatism
can be calculated [32]:

= 0707Ds/6Icl_5/a(
L )

0.940 pa(L)
a,ro,.,,.,,. . _ 0"877 L2 +

La (19)

-2.014_+ 1.204P_--gL) 0.322_] 1/2
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where

_"=sec_+l¢ fPat. C_,(z)z"dz. (201

The analysis in Figure 5 shows that if we image at 2 microns, the Strehl contribution due to focal
anisoplanatism is 0.72. Assuming that the focal anisoplanatism error in a multiple guide star system will
reduce proportional to one over the square root of the number of guide stars, the Strehl contribution will
vary with wavelength according to the curves in Figure 7. Additional spots allow imaging deeper into the
visible.

Figure 8 shows Strehl dependence on laser power. A single guide star system would need only 10 W. For
multiple guide star adaptive optics and imaging in the visible, a much greater number of deformable mirror
degrees of freedom will be needed and on the order of 100 W of laser power will be required.

,.

5. Conclusions

We have described the expected performance of a sodium guide star adaptive optics system at both the
Livermore experimental site, and at the Keck 10-meter telescope on Mauna Ken. We have developed an error
budget analysis that takes into account the many sources of wavefront distortion and attempts to balance
the errors among the various subsystems. We are completing an end-to-end simulation of the system and
are preparing for local site experiments early this year.
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Abstract

A two-stage intensified 192 x 239 pixel imager developed by Eastman Kodak for motion
analysis was used to construct a 1 kHz frame-rate Hartmann wavefront sensor. The
sensor uses a monolithic array of lenslets with a focal length that is adjusted by an index
fluid between the convex surface and an optical flat. The accuracy of the calculated
centroid position, which is related to wavefront measurement accuracy, was obtained as a
function of spot power and spot size. The sensor was then dynamically tested at a 1 khz
frame-rate with a 9 x 9 lenslet array and a fast steering mirror, which swept a plane
wavefront across the wavefront sensor. An 8 cm diameter subaperture will provide a
return signal (589 nra) level of about 1000 photons/ms using the AVLIS 1 kW laser
(stretched pulse) as guide star source, which is sufficient to yield a wavefront
measurement of better than X/10 rms. If an area of 6 x 6 pixels per Hartmann spot were
allocated, this wavefront sensor could support a 32 x 32, or 1024, element deformable
mirror.

1. Introduction

An overview of the sodium-layer laser guide star experiment at LLNL 1, the laser system
to be used 2, and the adaptive optics system design 3 are discussed in other papers at this
workshop. The Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor used in the early phases of this
program has a monolithic array of nficrolenses and a commercially available high frame-
rate motion analysis camera developed by Eastman Kodak. 4-6 Initially we planned to use
this wavefront sensor only as an on-line diagnostic instrument, but we now anticipate
more extensive use of this sensor. It will be used fu'st for atmospheric characterization at
the LLNL site using a 0.5 meter telescope and natural stars. Subsequently it will be used
as one of several instruments measuring initial laser guide star return signals and as the
adaptive optics wavefront sensor in a laboratory closed-loop A-O system with a 69
element DFM, which will be installed on a 1 meter telescope. The complete wavefront
sensor, with lenslet array mated to the camera, is described here, but most of the
experimental work reported was obtained using a single lens to form the spot. The ability
to determine centroids, and hence wavefront flit, was examined as a function of spot size

and power.

* This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.
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2. Wavefront Sensor Description

The design of the wavefi'ont sensor is illustrated in the simplified schematic of Figu=re!_,
for use with the 1/2 meter telescope. The sensor consists of a lenslet array placed in the
reimaged pupil plane and a fast framing video camera. Because of the large number (192

'" pixels for each Hartmannx 239) of pixels available with this camera, an area of l0 x •v
spot was chosen. This allows a local tilt of about 12 arc seconds before the spot would
fall on a neighboring spot's pixel area, which is well under the expected atmospherically
induced tilts.

The center-to-center spacing of the lenslet array is set by the 10 pixels per Hartmann spot
selection. The center-to-center pixel spacing, referred to the intensifier input
photocathode, is 52.4 microns. Therefore, the lenslet center-to-center spacing must be 10
x 52.4 microns, or 524 microns. This geometry results in a spot centered in each 10 x 10
pixel section. The focal length of the lenslets is selected to produce a diffraction limited
spot size of the desired diameter. As will be shown in Section 4, a spot diameter equal to
2.5 to 3.0 times the pixel pitch is desired.

The lenslet array is fabricated by a photolithographic process by Coming. The clear
aperture of each lenslet is 472 microns, and the desired focal length is 43 mm. Because
the focal length for such high f-numbers cannot be controlled very well and also because
the area between lenslets is not opaque when high f-numbers are produced by this
process, we specify a focal length of 9 mm and adjust it by means of an index fluid. The
lenslet is placed between two flat glass plates and the space between filled with a fluid
with index of refraction chosen to result in the required 43 mm focal length.

The lenslet array described above is on order, but not yet received. We had on hand
lenslet arrays of 880 micron center-to-center spacing and these were used to assemble a
sensor with equivalent spot geometry on the photocathode. This was done with a
reimaging lens that again produced spots of about 2.5 pixels in diameter, centered in 10 x
10 pixel areas. This optical system is much longer and not desirable for the telescope
instrument. It did, however, allow laboratory experiments to proceed.

The 9 x 9 array of lenslets shown in Figure 1 result in the wavefront at the primary mirror
being sampled in a diameter of 50/9.5 = 5.2 cm. This is about equal to the ro that is
expected on good nights at the LLNL site.

3. Camera Description

The Kodak EktaPro 1012, shown in Figure 2, was developed by Kodak for motion
analysis applications. This video camera has a two stage intensifier coupled to a 192 x
239 pixel NMOS photo-capacitor solid state sensor. The two stage intensifier is shown in
Figure 3. The first stage is a generation 2 intensifier, which uses a microchannel plate
(MCP) to provide the gain. A photoelectron emitted by the photocathode is accelerated
and multiplied by the MCP. The electrons then strike a phosphor screen and form a
brighter image than existed at the input photocathode. This image then is coupled to the
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photoeathode of the second stage generation 1 intensifier via a fiber optic plate. The
photoelectrons released are accelerated and focused onto the phosphor screen of this
stage. The intensified image on this phosphor is coupled through a second fiber optic
plate to the sensor. The generation 2 stage can function as a high speed shutter, with gate
times as low as I0 gs by controUing the potential between the photocathode and MCP.

)

The q_anmm efficiency of the input photocathode at 589 nm is approximately 5%, and
the rei_ativeresponse of the photocathode and the sensor are shown in Figure 4. The

phot0_s striking the solid-state sensor are integrated for a period of time set by the frame
rate. iliAfuU frame of 192 x 239 pixels can be read out at rates up to I000 frames/second.
Part_ frames can be read out at higher rates. A screen split to I/6 the full height can be
read"i0ut at 6000 frames/second. In our application a frame rate of 1000 frames/second
and )_gate time of I ms (no "dead" time) are planned. The camera has enough solid-state

;I

memory to store 1200 full frames. Currently, frames are transferred to a PC for analysls
via;h GPIB interface. A special interface to permit a full frame I kHz transfer rate is

be_g developed by LLNL and Kodak. This data will be processed in real time to
de)_erminethe centroids and to control the deformable mirror.

/

_enter-to=center pixel spacing of the sensor is 32 _tm with a fill factor of 65%. The
.'_tensifier produce a demagnification such that the pixel spacing, referred to thestages

input photocathnode, is 52 I,tm. The typical gain of the camera system from input
/photons (550 rim) to sensor output electrons is from 10,000 to 50,000. Other camera

/ specifications are given in Table 1/
/

4. ResultsExperimental
/
[

/ Several experiments have been conducted to evaluate the camera described above for use

as a wavefront sensor. The first tests used a single camera lens to obtain RMS wave/fonttilt measurement error as a function of spot power and size. Signal decay dme was next
/ examined, and signal-to-noise measurements were made. With the single lens replaced/

r by a lenslet array, wavefronts were measured at 1 kHz frame rates.
/
/

4.1 Wavefront Tilt Measurement Error

/ The set-up shown in Figure 5 was used to produce a spot of given size and power. The
He-Ne laser beam is expanded and adjusted for flat wave/font using a shear plate. The
polarizer is used for/'me adjustment of the beam power level. Mirror M2 is mounted on a
rotation stage which is driven by a stepper motor. A pinhole is placed at the input to the
camera Icns, which results in a diffraction limited spot (Airy pro/fie) at the focal plane
(intensifier input photocathode). The focal length of this lens is 50 mm.

The calibrated power meter cannot make accurate measurements directly at the low levels
at which we test the camera. To make these power measurements, the ND filters are
removed, and the power meter is inserted in the beam path. The measurement is made at
this high level, and then the ND filters are inserted to drop the power level by known
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amounts. The fflte_ used were in the ND4 range. The power level at the photocathode
is:

(1) Pl_ = Pm (----_)lo-NO TL, where

Pm = Power Measured by Meter
Ap = Pinhole Area

. Am = Area of Power Meter Aperture
TL = Lens Transmission

To obtain the same camera response at 589 nm as at 633 nra, the power level must be
increased by k = (R589) / (R633) where R589 and R633 are the photocathode response at
these wavelengths. For this camera, the ratio was I. 16. The power in terms of photons
per unit time is:

(2) P = (hc/_) (N) (l/t) where

N = Number of Photons

t = Integration Time

t-or example, for 1000 photons/ms, we need 0.337 pw at 589 nra. Accounting for relative
response difference, we need 0.392 pw at 633 nm. And finally, accounting for the lens
loss (TL= .9), we need 0.431 pw in the beam. We wanted to test at 1000, 2000, 4000, and
";000 photons/ms, and the required Pm was calculated for each case and obtained by
adjusting the NI) value and the polarizer rotation.

The spot was moved across the photocathode by rotating M2 to 60 discrete positions,
spanning about seven pixels. Each spot position shift is, therefore, about 1/10 of a pixel.
Each spot position change required 40 steps of the stepper motor. While it is possible to
get a measure of wavefront tilt accuracy by taking repeated frames without moving the
spot, we wanted to include any measurement errors arising from random spot to pixel
orientations. The spot size is adjusted by choice of pinhole diameter. The diameter
measured to the first dark ring is

(3) D = 2.44 fX/d

where f is the lens focal length and d is the pinhole diameter. The pixel pitch, or center-
to-center spacing, referred to the input photocathode is 52.4 Btu. The pinhole sizes
chosen resulted in spot diameter (D) to pixel pitch (P) ratios ofD/P = 1.47, 1.99, 3.21,
and 4.10.

To check the actual spot size compared to the calculated (2.44 t'L/d) spot size, a smaller
pinhole with a 200 l.tm diameter was used to make a more easily resolved spot. The
calculated spot diameter for this pinhole is 386 _m, or 386/52.4 = 7.4 pixels. Figure 6
shows the intensity distribution for this spot as captured by the camera. The diameter at
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baselineis7 pixcls.The lightlevelwasintentionallyincreasedtobetterseethewings,
resulting in slight saturation at the center.

The spot was moved to 60 discrete positions on the photocathodc, and for each position a
1 ms camera exposure was taken and the fi'amc stored. The stepper motor and camera
were controlled by a Mac H tanning LabVicw. After completion of a scan run, the 60
stored frames were transferred to a SUN wo,'kstation for analysis. There arc many
methods of calculation ccntroids. Stone7 compared several of these digital ccntcring
algorithms used for ccntroiding star images and found that a modification to the moment
algorithm produced the best results. The moment algorithm for calculating the x
coordinate of the image is

X X

where

M(x) = Z I(x,y)
Y

isthesignalsum overally pixclelementsforeachx pixclpositionandb isthe
backgroundlevel.Inthemodifiedmoment algorithmmostofthecountdatainthe
backgroundarccliminamdbyselectingathresholdhigherthanthatsetby thebackground
andthenonlyconsideringthosecountsinthearrayabovethisthresholdlevelinthe

ccntroidingprocess.Thisisdonebythrcsholdingeachpixclasfollows:

I(x,y).--i(x,y)-b if I(x,y)> T
I(x,y)= 0 if I(x,y)< T

Althoughccnmaidingstarimagesagainstthesky-backgroundisnotthesarncas
ccntroidingHartmannspots,many oftheissuesarcthesarncandwc electedtousethe

moment algorithmwiththrcsholding.Inourcase,thethrcsholdingwasperformedby the
cameraelectronichardwareratherthaninthesoftware.A fLxcdthreshold(sometimes

calledblacklevel)issetinthecamerabyobservinganendpixclineachrow whichis
mctalizcdoverand,hence,nolighton it.Inourexperimentsthen,thesofr,varc

performeda simplemoment calculationtoobtaintheccntroid,withthecameraOl)Crating
withitsnormalfixedthreshold.

Foreachofthe60 spotpositionsinthescantheccnu'oidwas calculated.The resultsarc

shown inFigure7 withboththex andy coordinates.The RMS dcviationtothestraight
linefittothedatawasthencalculated.ThisistheRMS mcasurcmcnterrorinpixcls.
Figure8 showstheRMS errorinpixclsforthefourspotsizesandforspotpowersofI,2,
4,and 8thousandphotons/ms.
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As illustrated in Figure 9, a tilt of 1 wavelength across the aperture of diameter d causes a
spot displacement of Ax = fMd. The number of waves per pixel is P/Ax = Pd/_. Since
the spot diameter is D = 2.44 f/_ the number of waves per pixel can also be expressed
as2.44P/D.Usingthisconversion,theRMS ccntroiderrorinunitsofpixelsisshown in
FigureI0.Finally,thissamedatare.arrangedtoshowtheerrorasa functionofthespot
sizeforthevariousspotpowersisshowninFigure11

The topcurve(1,000photons/ms)mms upatthelargestspotsizeof4.Ipixelsbecause
- theS/N perpixelisgettingtoosmall.The curvesathigherspotpowerswillalsomm up,

butatsuccessivelygreaterspotsizes.Theoptimumspotsizeincreasesforincreasing
spotpower.To minimizethelaserpowerrequiredwe mustwork withlow signallevels.

Thispushestheoptimumspotsizetosmallervaluesofaround2.5pixelsindiameter.

4.2 Camera Time Response

To faithfully capture spot position changes at high rates, the intensifier phosphor screens
must have a decay time that is short relative to the frame time. The phosphor 90% to
10% decay time is specified as 120 ns, with a slower low level tail. This camera is
designed for motion analysis at up to 6,000 frames/see. (split screen) and phosphor decay
times of the order of 200 ps would result in image blur. Transient response was
measured to verify suitability for use as a wavefront sensor at 1 kHz sample rates.

To observe the transient response, a 200 pm pinhole was placed in front of the camera
lens. A shutter moving across this pinhole makes light-to-dark and dark-to-light
transitions in less than 100 ps. The czmera was set at maximum gain, a gate time of S0
ps and a frame rate of 1 kHz. Figure 12 shows the results. The vertical axis is the signal
level of a single pixel (256 gray scale), and the horizontal axis is the frame number. The
graph at the left shows both transitions; top right shows an expanded view of the turn-off
and the lower right an expanded view of the turnon. The 10% - 90% transition times are
less than one frame time or 1 ms.

In operation the gate setting will be 1 ms, and each frame will integrate light for this
period. The ability to measure changes in position or intensity will be limited by this
integration time and not other camera effects such as phosphor decay.

4.3 Signal-to-Noise

The power signal-to-noise ratio of a photodetector with gain ahead of the signal amplifier,
such as a photomultiplier, is given by 8, 9

G 2(PseTl/hv)2
(5) (S/N)p -"

2G2FeAf (is + ib 4-id) 4- (4kTAf/r)

where

Ps = Signalpower
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e = Electronic charge
TI = Quantum efficiency
G = Gain

= Bandwidth

F = Noise factor in gain process
is - _;_'"' 11Psc/hv- • ,.,._,..,.,current -

ib = Background current = TIPbe/hv
Pb - Backgroundpower
k = Boltzmann'sconstant

11 - Planck'sconstant
r = Loadresistance

id = Darkcurrent

Inthesignalshotnoiselimit,isdominatesthenoisetermsand(assumingF = I),

(6) (S/N)p= TIPs/2hvAf

if:

S = Signal photoelectrons/see. (= rlPs/hv)
B = Background photoelectrons/sec.
D = Dark current electrons/see.
R = Read noise electrons

t = Integration time (= 1/2Af)

the (S/N)p for a CCD with intensifier of gain G in front can be expressed as,

S2t
(7) (S/N)p = 1

S + B + D + _- (R2/t)

neglecting the background and dark current terms, this becomes

S2t
(8) (S/N)p= 1

S + _ (R2/t)

At gains high enough to suppress the read noise term, the signal shot noise limit of
equation 6 is again obtained. This limit is shown in Figure 13 for a quantum efficiency of
5%. Also shown are four data points taken with our sensor. Signal powers of 500, 1000,
5000, and 10,000 photons/ms were made to be incident on a single pixel. One hundred
frames, each with 1 ms integration time, were captured for each spot power. The mean
signal to rms noise for each of these time traces were calculated. These are the data

points of Figure 13. The (S/N)p is proportional to the signal strength (S) for the signal
shot noise limit, but proportional to S2 when we are read noise limited. The slope for the
read noise limited case which intersects the 500 photon/ms data point is shown.
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From Figure 13 we see that we are near the shot noise limit for signal levels above 1000
photons/ms. At 500 photons/ms, with the intensifier at maximum gain, we begin to have
other noise terms start to dominate. From measurements described earlier, we need at
least I000 photons/ms to obtain accuracy better than X/10 in tilt measurement. For a spot
size of about 2.5 pixels in diameter, this would result in approximately 250 photons/ms
on pixels near the center of the spot. Extrapolating the fit to the dam in Figure 13, this

corresponds to (S/N)p -- 4.

4.4 Wavefront Measurement

The wavefront sensor described in Section 2 was used to capture wavefront data from a
collimated He-Ne beam being swept by a fast steering mirror, and also from a high rep-
rate dye laser. The data from the He-Ne laser has not yet been analyzed. To illustrate the
general performance, four frames of reconstructed wavefront of the dye laser are shown
in Figure 14. The frame rate for Hartmann spot image capture was 1000 frames/mc. The
four frames shown are at 1 ms time intervals. Frames (A) through (D) have a peak-to-
valley wavefront deviation of 3.7, 1.6, 2.3, and 3.9 waves respectively. Significant tilt
from frame to frame is easily seen.

The spot images were recorded at 1 kHz and stored in the camera processor memory. A
maximum of 1200 full frames can be stored in this manner. The centroids and wavefront

were calculated off-line on a SUN workstation. The hardware and software that perform
these functions in real time are under development and are expected to be operational in
six months.

5. Expected Performance with Laser Guide Star

The Guide Star experiments reported by MIT Lincoln Laboratory 10resulted in
approximately 40 photons of return signal per pulse in a 15 crn collection aperture.
Accounting for differences in laser power and saturation level in the sodium layer, we
expect about 19 photons/cm2/s using the LLNL laser. This scaling of experimental data
agrees very well with our model predictions of return signal level for our stretched pulse
case. Knowing the performance of our wavefront sensor as a function of signal level, we
can now relate wavefront measure error to subaperture diameter and integration time.
This is done in Figure 15.

m

6. Conclusions

" The Kodak EktaPro 1012 intensified motion analysis camera was found to be suitable for
use as the wavefront sensor video imager in initial Guide Star experiments at LLNL. For
signal levels of 1000 photons/ms per subaperture, the optimum Hartmann spot diameter is
2.5 - 3.0 pixels and yields local wavefront tilt information to better than Z/10 rms. The
camera transient response is fast enough for operation at 1 kHz frame rates. The video
memory of 1200 frames is sufficient to begin testing as a Hartmann wavefront sensor at 1
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kI-Iz rates, and development of continuous real-time data transfer to support this data rate
is underway.
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TABLE 1

Kodak EktaPro 1012 Specifications

System Features
ImageRate: 30 to 6000 picturesper second
Gate Limits: 10 microsecondsto 5 milliseconds
Gate Steps: 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100, 150...
Gain Steps: 1to 100 in increments of one

Intensified Imager
SpectralSensitivity: Model VSG 440 nm to 700 nm at 50% level

350 nmto 800 nmat 10% level
s

SensorResolution: 15.6 1 p/mm (approximate)
Typical IlluminationExample: 1000 FPS with 1 millisecond gateanda gain settingof 100 requires1.5 lux
WarrantyLife: 500,000,000 effective exposures

Size: 4" x 5"x 14" (approximate)
Weight: Approximately9 lbs.

Intensified Imager Controller
GainControl: Incw,as_ or decreaseslight amplification(gain)
GateControl: Increasesor decreases shutterspeet (gate)
OverloadLimit: Thresholdat which an exposureis classified as an overload
OverloadLimit Steps: 25%, 50%, 100%and200%
TriggerInput: StrobepulsefromEKTAPROProcessor

Size: 8" x 14"x 11" (approximate)
Weight: Approximately17lbs.
Cables: Two 15 ft. cables are included;one from the Intensified Imagerto the Processor and

one from the IntensifiedImagerto the Con_oller. Optionalcables may be addedin
15, 50, or 100 ft. lengths, upto a maximumof 100 ft.

Processor
_rding Technique: Digital images stored in DynamicRandomAccess Memory (DRAM)
RecordingModes: RECORD: Records images untilmemoryis full and then stops.

RECORD-STOP: Continuallyrecordsimages until"stop"buuonis pushed.Thelast
"n" imagesaresavedinmen,,ory.
RECORD-TRIGGER:Cont:xmallyrecordsimagesuntila triggersignalis received. When
signalis received,saves"n"imagesbeforetriggerpoint. Continuestorecorduntilmemoryis
fullandthenstops.
RECORD-ON-COMMANE':Recordsimagesattheselectedrecordingrateeachtimeauser-
supplied signal is received.Maybeusedin conjunction withall therecording modes.
EXTERNALSYNCRONIZ__TION:Recordsatframeratesthatcorrespondtoauser-
suppliedsignal.

RecordingRates: 50, 125,250,500 and1000full-frameimagespersecond.
FrameStorage: From400 to4800 full-frameimages. Uptoapproximately58000split-frameimages.
PlaybackRates: 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15,30, 60,90, 120,240,480and960framespersecond,plussingle

• stepfreezeframe,forwardorreverse.
PlaybackModes: Oneimageper frameincinemodeormultipleimagesperframein scrollmode.
Referencereticle: Built-inX-Yelectroniccrosshairswithreferencemarkerfordatareduction.
VideoOutput: NTSCorPAL. Dwnloadto standardVCRtape.
DATA-FRAMEBorder: Date,IDnumber,recordrate,exposurerate,imagesplit,elapsedtime,playbackrate,frame

number,pixeldepth,reticleposition,realtimeandsystemstatusmessages.
ExternalSignalInputs: TRIGGER:TTLthroughBNCconnector,positiveor negativetruelogic.

RECORD-ON-COMMAND:TFL throughBNCconnector,positiveornegativelauelogic.
EXTERNALSYNC: TIL throughBNCconnector,positiveor negativetruelogic.

Size: I7" x 19.5"x 12.75"(43 crax50 cmx 32cre)
Weight: Approximately43 lbs. (20kg)
Power: 110/220FAC,60/50Hz,5/3amps
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std devx 0.0750752 Maximum(max pixei/pixel sum) = 0.791667
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RESOLUTION LIMITS FOR GROUND-BASED ASTRONOMICAL IMAGING

Scot S. Olivier, Claire E. Max, Donald T. Gavel, James M. Brass

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

We study the residual jitter present in astronomical images after the effect of the earth's atmosphere
has been compensated using a fast steering mirror. This residual jitter places a limit on the resolution that
can be achieved for long exposure images even when more elaborate adaptive optics systems are used to
correct the image. We assume that the fast guiding system uses a star as its reference source. Then, from
the observed characteristics of Galactic stellar populations, we are able to predict the optimal performance

of the fast guiding system as a function of the sky covering factor, that is the fraction of the sky for which
the given level of performance can be achieved. The performance for a particular sky covering factor is
optimized by choosing the appropriate closed-loop bandwidth and guide star magnitude.

The performance also depends on a number of atmospheric and system parameters; however, we find that
the optimal performance is relatively insensitive to all but two of these parameters, the telescope aperture
size and the strength of the atmospheric turbulence. Therefore, we consider two specific examples: first, a
ten meter telescope imaging through an atmosphere with relatively weak turbulence (3/4 arcsecond seeing

in V), and second, a one meter telescope imaging through an atmosphere with relatively strong turbulence
(2 arcsecond seeing in V). For these cases we find, for example, that a residual jitter of less than 0.03 and 0.3
are.seconds respectively can be obtained over about half the sky for nominal choices of the other parameters.
The required closed-loop bandwidths in these cases are about 5 and 20 Hz while the appropriate guide stars
are approximately lgth and 14th magnitude in V.

1. INTRODUCTION

The resolution of ground based astronomical images is limited by atmospheric turbulence to angular
sizes that are much larger than the theoretical diffraction limit of typical observatory telescopes. Adaptive
optics systems offer the possibility of correcting the turbulence induced image degradation and producing
near di_action limited images; however, in general, the achievable resolution will be somewhere between
the atmospheric seeing and the telescope diffraction limit.

By using a/_ser g_ide a|ar it is theoretically possible to obtain corrected images anywhere on the sky;
however, even with an arbitrarily bright laser guide star, it may not be possible to achieve diffraction limited
resolution. The fundamental problem is that even an adaptive optics system that uses a laser guide star,
must make an independen_ estimate of the tilt component of the wavefront aberration since the absolute

position of the laser guide star is dependent on the atmospheric characteristics along the upgoing beam path
which are not typically known. Thus, even if perfect phase conjugation is performed by the adaptive optics
system relative to the laser guide star, thereby creating an instantaneous diffraction limited image, the tilt
aberration introduced in the upgoing beam path will cause the long-exposure image to be smeared out.

Consequently, even in elaborate adaptive optics systems using a laser guide star, it is necessary to correct
for image motion.

The simplest technique to measure and correct for image motion of an astronomical object is first to
measure the tilt component of the wavefront from a star which is in close angular proximity to the object
and then to use an adaptive optics element with two degrees of freedom to actively compensate the temporal
variations in tilt. This is typically done by monitoring the x-y centroid position of the stellar image and using

a fast steering mirror in a feedback loop to stabilize that position. In this paper, we study the fundamental
limits on the accuracy of such techniques.

2. TILT COMPENSATION ERROR

There are four main sources of error inherent in tilt compensation. Each of these errors is introduced
because of a difference between the estimate of the tilt for the reference stellar wavefront and the actual
tilt in the wavefront of the astronomical object being imaged. The first error source is simply the finite

signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) in the reference wavefront tilt measurement (Tyler and Fried 1982). The second
error source is the finite angular separation between the reference and the astronomical object being imaged
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error source is the finite angular separation between the reference and the astronomical object being imaged
(Fried 1976). The third error source is the finite closed-loop bandwidth of the tilt compensation system
(Tyler 1988). The fourth and final error source is the presence of higher order aberrations, specifically pure
coma of all orders, in the reference wavefront (Tyler 1985).

We denote the one-axis rms tilt error corresponding to each of the four error sources by ocsN_, _rta,
_, and oce respectively. To first order, we can treat the errors from each of these four sources as being
uncorrelated; therefore, the square of the total residual jitter will be given by their quadrature sum; 20'tilt -----

2
¢r_sNn+ °_ta+ _w + ¢r_c'In the next section, we describe how to minimize the residual jitter by choosing an
appropriate reference star and system bandwidth.

3. OPTIMAL TILT COMPENSATION: THEORY

The fundamental factor limiting a tilt compensation system that uses a star ss its reference is the
• distribution of stars both in angular number density and magnitude. In choosing s reference there is typically

a trade-off between the star's brightness and its angular proximity to the astronomical object being imaged.

A brighter star will give a larger SNR so that _esNn will be reduced; however, there are fewer bright stars, so
the angular separation between an arbitrary astronomical object and a star will be larger for a brighter star,
and or. will be increased. The opposite sense of the dependence of _es_R and _ta on stellar magnitude, m,
suggests that an on optimal m can be found for which the quadrature sum of these two terms is a minimum.

A similar trade-off, exists for the choice of the system bandwidth. Since the system bandwidth differs
from the sampling frequency by a fixed numerical constant, systems with lower bandwidths will have smaller

sampling frequencies and thus longer sampling times. Since increasing integration time raises the SNR, a
system with a lower bandwidth will have a larger SNR so that ses_n will be reduced; however, lowering the
system bandwidth will increase _,. Once again, the opposite sense of the dependence of _Hn and Obw on
system bandwidth,/c, suggests that sn optima]/c can be found for which the quadrature sum of these two
terms is a minimum.

The process of minimizing the residual jitter, otilt therefore involves finding the minimum of the quadra-
2

ture sum _cs_R + _ + _ in the two dimensional space defined by the variables m and lc. We have done
this using a simple bisection method for both variables. Of course, it is first necessary to specify all of
the remaining parameters (other than/c and m). In the next section, we present the results of example
calculations for which specific choices of these parameters have been made.

TABLE I. Nominal _ and _ _ valuta

parameter description symbol nominal value

telescopeaperture diameter D 10m
(MaanaKe_)
lm
CUv_=e)

mean wavelength ,_ 0.6 _un

effective optical bandwidth 6_z 0.I #m

detector noise equivalent

detected photons per sample nd I00

W M_ imagegeometryfactor _ 2.5

ratioof samplingfrequency
to clom_iloop bandwidth _ 10

skycoveringfactor P.ttr 0.5

Galacticlatitude b 30°

zenithangle h 30°
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4. OPTIMAL TILT COMPENSATION: EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS

Before the optimization calculation described in the previous section is performed, we must specify a
variety of parameters. First, we must determine three atmospheric characteristics: C_ (refractive index

structure constant), Vw (wind speed) and I, kv (sky surface brightness). Then we must specify six tilt com-
pensation system parameters: D (telescope aperture diameter), _ (mean wavelength), 6_e (effective optical

bandwidth), n_ (detector noise), _ (reference image geometry factor) and _ (ratio of sampling frequency
to dosed-loop bandwidth). Next, we must chose three operational parameters: P,k_ (sky covering fac-

tor), b (galactic latitude) and _ (zenith angle). Finally, it is necessary to know the characteristics of the
Galactic stellar populations, namely Era(b) (stellar angnlar number density) and Te (mean stellar effective

temperature).
The nominal values for the system and operational parameters are given in Table 1. We calculate Em (b)

by interpolating the star colint data (for visual magnitudes) from Allen (1973). We also use a single value
of Te -- 6000 K for all m and b.

Since the atmospheric parameters vary considerably with geographic location, we consider two sets of

nominal parameters. The first set of characteristics corresponds to typical conditions found on Mauna Kea

(Hawaii) for which enough measurements have been reported in _.he literature (e.g. Roddier 1990) that we
are able to develop reasonably detailed models: For the second set of nominal atmospheric parameters,
we use models corresponding to the conditio'us typically expected in Livermore (California) where we are

currently involved in a program to construct a laser guide star and adaptive optics test facility. In this case
no detailed measurements for this particular site are available so we use estimates made with data taken at
similar sites.

Figures 1 and 2 show plots of our models of C'_(z) and Vw(z) respectively for both Mauna Kea and

Livermore. We use l,_v(_ ) - (21.8 _ pm -z - 7.2) × 10-Is J s -I m -z pm -I prad -z for the sky background
on Mauna Kea. This corresponds to a sky brightness of 21.2 magnitudes per square arcsecond in the V
band. For the sky background at Livermore we use the expression for Mauna Kea multiplied by a factor of

12 corresponding to a sky brightness of 18.5 magnitudes per square arcsecond in the V band.

i I 11 1
" ---........"",, 50, ..... I " ' ' I' '"I I

10_,5 ",,

20 ; :

,_ i0_,7 , _ I0

I0 "le 5

10-"L i
, ,,,,,,,I , ,,,,,,,l , ,,,,,,,I ,r 2

0 1 1 10 2 *5 10 20
z (km) z (km)

lr

Figure 1. Nomimd forms of Cza(z) supposed to be typical fcc Mmma Figure 2. Nominal forms of Vw(z) suppoeed to to be typical for
Kea (solid llne) and Livermore (dashed lime). These forms of C_ Marina Kea (solid line) and Livesmore (dashed line).
correspond to 3/4 and 2 arc_cond seeing in V respectively.
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The results of our optimization calculation for o'tilt versus Paky, with all other parameters equal to
their nominal values, are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 also shows each of the four contributing error terms

separately. It is clear from Figure 3a that the dominant error term on Mauna Kea is o¢c; however, more
elaborate wavefront sensing techniques can, in theory, eliminate this error so that the residual jitter would

be given by the quadrature sum of the other three terms, which is also shown in Figure 3a. On the other
hand, Figure 3b shows that the dominant term at Livermore is ota.

Figure 4 shows the optimal values of fc and m corresponding to the results for the residual jitter shown

in Figure 3. Also shown in Figure 4 is the guide star separation, ct, which sets the required field of view for
the system.

Having determined the residual jitter, we can now calculate the FWHM of the PSF for a compensated

imaging system (which produces diffraction limited short exposure images). If the diffraction limited Airy
pattern of the telescope is approximated as a Gaussian with the same FWHM, and is then convolved with

" a Gaussian residual jitter component with a variance _t2i_t_the resulting PSF is another Gaussian with a
FWHM givenby 8vwH, - 1.03[(Ao_°/D)2+ (Otilt/O.437)2]/2,where Aob,isthemean wavelengthatwhich
the observationisbeing made. Note that Aob,.may be differentfrom the mean wavelengthforthe tilt

compensationsystem,A.

Dividing1.03Aob,by e,w,,,givesther_,tio'ofthe diffractionlimitedFWHM to theactualFWHM (in-

cludingthe residual jitter) in units of the aperture diameter. Thus, De = Aob, [(Aob,/D) 2+(_tilt/0.437)2] -z/_
This corresponds to the aperture diameter of a telescope with diffraction limited resolution equal to the res-
olution obtained by the actual telescope and image compensation system (assumed to produces diffraction
limited short exposure images) after the effects of the residual jitter are taken into account.

Figure 5 shows the effective diffraction limited diameter as a function of the sky covering factor calculated
using the results for #rut shown in Figure 3. Since De is also a function of the observing wavelength, we plot
the results for six of the Johnson Fhotometric bands (B, V, R, I, J, K). Figure 5 also shows the results for

Marina Kea neglecting the effect of ¢rec(i.e. assuming tr_tilt = ¢r_csNn + _L + _bw)"
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,_.__, : ...... : _ - (b): "...........":- - _
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1.5 _--" (b) _.-__ 14 - ---

12-,,,I,,,I,,,I,,,Ij,,-
_" IO00---L''I'''I'''I'"1''',"

,.=. 1 ,,,............ - 8o0:- .........
- k. 600 --

,#1,' .5 -- --*"-'---_ _ _00 ........ --

_-'E_...-= .-...._.__.,,_.__ - .... : .-=.=:-.-:.-'_

.... 200 --,"
- - Er-

0-_ , , I , _ iI,,, I,, , I, _," 0 ,,I,,,I,,,I,,,I,i_:
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Figure 3. Reeidual jitter and contributing rms tilt error_ corre-
sponding to optimal choices of guide star magnitude and ctosed-loop
bandwidth as ,_ function of the sky covering factor for Mauna Kea Figure 4. Optimal closed-loop bandwidth (4a), guide star mag.

(3a) and Livermore (3b). The curves shown are _',ttt (solid line), nitude (4b) and $_ide star angutar distance (4¢) as a function of
c,t, (short-dashed Line), _c_N. (long-dashed line), at,,, (short-dash- the sky covering factor for Mauna Kea (soLid lines) and Livermore
dotted line), _¢_ (long-dash-dotted line) and (ot_t - o_) _I_ (dotted (dashed lines).
line).
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the optimal performance for a tilt compensation system that uses an uncorrected
image from a single natural star as its reference. The performance is optimized for each value of the sky
covering factor by choosing the appropriate guide star magnitude and closed-loop bandwidth.

When the tilt compensation system uses a simple centroid measurement, we find that a ten meter

telescope imaging through an atmosphere with characteristics typically found at Mauna Kea can obtain long
exposure images over about half the sky with resolutions that range from about 15% diffraction limited in
B (0.44 _m) to about 60% diffraction limited in K (2.2 _m).

The limiting error source in this case is the presence of higher order aberrations in the reference wavefront
that cause the reference image centroid to give a biased estimate of the reference wavefront tilt. If this error

• is eliminated, then resolutions ranging from about 25% diffraction limited in B to 80% diffraction limited
in K can be obtained over about half the sky. This resolution is sn order of magnitude better than can

be obtained at the best seeing sites without any image compensation; furthermore, it is as good as the
' diffraction limit of HST in B and a factor of three better in K.

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48.
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